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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of variational inequalities was initiated by the Italian Mathematician, Guido
Stampacchia in the early 60's. This subject has developed rapidly in several directions and has
provided solutions to problems thought to be inaccessible earlier. Several well-known mathemati-
cians, physicists and engineers have made significant contributions to this field providing solutions
to some outstanding problems of Physics, Engineering, Economics and Industry. For details we
refer to [1M3], [5],[7],[8],[9],[11]-[13],[17],[21]. Recently Noor [20] has introduced a new class
of general variational inequalities and has studied an iterative algorithm for finding the approxi-
mate solution of this class. In this paper we introduce and study a more general class of variational
inequalities which includes this one as a special case. Existence and uniqueness of solution, er-
ror estimates, penalty method and the convergence of approximate solution in the sense of Mosco
convergence [15] and [16] have been studied.
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The study of variational inequalities was initialed by the Italian Mathematician, Guido
Stampacchia in the early 60*s. Besides several other important problems of Physics and Engineer-
ing this theory has been applied to solve the problem of Elasticity with unilateral constraints. In this
paper we introduce a new class of variational inequalities and study the existence and uniqueness
of its solution. Error estimates, convergence of approximate solution and the penalty method are
also discussed.
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Let H be a real Hilbert space with its dual H', whose inner product and norm are denoted
by (•, ) and || • || respectively. Let K be a non-empty closed convex subset of H. We identify the
Hilbert space ff with its dual space H while proving results. Furthermore, we assume that T,A,g
are nonlinear operators on H into H'. We consider the following problem

Problem 2.1 Find u € H such that

(r(ti),0(t>) -gin)) > {A(v),g(v)-g(tt)) (2.1)

for all j?( v), ff(u) € K. where {•, •} denote the duality between H and H'.

{.,.)=*(.,.) if H is identified with H'.

This problem constitutes a new class of general variational inequalities. If A(u) = 0 then
this problem reduces to a problem introduced and studied by Noor [20]. The class of variational
inequalities when g is the identity mapping has been studied by Noor [18],[19] and Siddiqi and
Ansari [23]. If g is the identity mapping, A(u) » / € H', and (Tv,v) « a(u, t>), a ( , ) :
H x H —» R bilinear form then we get the classical variational inequality extensively studied by
Stampacchia, Lions and others (See for example [14], [13], [12]). The case when T is monotone
operator, g is the identity mapping and A( u) = / e H' was studied by Hartman and Stampacchia
[lOJandBrowderetal. (see for details Mosco [16]). If K'= {u € H\{u,v) > 0 for all v E H}
is a polar cone of the convex cone K in H then for continuous T and g Problem 2.1 is equivalent
to finding u e K such that

«(•) G K, (T(u) + AM) € Km and (g(u),Tu + Au) =0 .
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This is known as the strongly non-linear complementarity problem. For g to be the identity mapping

and A{ v) • 0 we get the non-linear complementarity problem. In case H = R*,A(u) = 0 , note

the symmetry role played by the mapping T and g, since K = K" = A?.

Definition 2.1 A nonlinear operator T : K —» H is called:

i) strongly monotone, if there exists a constant a > 0 such that

{Tu-Tv,u-v) > a||u — w||2, f o r a U u , v € t f .

ii) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant p > 0 such that

||Tu - Tv\\ < p\\* — v|| for all u, t. e K .

iii) Antimonotone if for all u, v € if

{ru-rv,«-v) <o.

iv) Monotone, if for all u,v € K

{Tv-Tv,u-v) £0 .

Definition 2.2 Two nonlinear operators T and g defined as H into itself are called compatible

ifforallu.vE K

Let a and 0 be strong monotonicity and Lipschitz constant of T respectively; £ and 7
be strong monotonicity constant of g respectively and a be Lipschitz constant of A. It is clear that

Condition N a < a

3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM

Theorem 3.1 Let r and g be strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous operators in H into
itself, A be a Lipschitz continuous operator on H into itself and condition N be satisfied. Then
Problem 2.1 has a unique solution.

In the proof we require the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 Let K be a convex subset of H, then u e H is the solution of Problem 2.1 if and
only if u satisfies the relation

- p(r(u) -
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where p > 0 is a constant and PK is a projection of H into K.

Proof It is similar to Lemma 3.1 [20] and Lemma 3. t [23]

Proof of Theorem 3.1 By Lemma 3.1 the solution of Problem 2.1 is equivalent to finding the
fixed point of the mapping F(w) » w on H into itself where F{w) = w — g(u>) + Pjrtff(w) -
p<r(u) - A(w)]. In view of the Banach contraction theorem, for the existence of a unique fixed
point, it is sufficient to show that F is a contraction map. We have

- A{un)1\\

is a non-expansive map. Thus

-U2) -

It can be checked that under the given hypothesis

In view of these inequalities we get

where

6 = 2y/l-26+ -lap

If

t •> /T TT 2 i a(i~k)+a v"(<*- a)2 + 2aok~0H2k •
k = 2yl — 26+ Y < 1, p 25 T— <

then 0 < 6 < 1 and F is a contraction mapping.



4. ABSTRACT ERROR ESTIMATES

We derive here a general estimate for variations] inequality given by (2.1). Our estimates
are quite general and contains the result of Falk [4] as a special case. They hold for any finite di-
mensional subspace Sk and approximate constraint set Kk and represent a significant improvement
of all the estimates for corresponding elliptic varialional inequalities. For definiteness, we shall
assume that there exists a Hilbert space U which is densely and continuously embedded in the dual
space H'. It is then possible to identify H with a subspace of U', that is dense in V by a continu-
ous injection. Let Sk C H be a finite dimensional subspace and Kk C H be a finite dimensional
convex set An approximation of (2.1) is that of finding u« € Kk such that

{Tv,g(vk) - g(itk)) > {A{uk),g{vh) - 9(tifc)> (4.1)

with these hypothesis and preliminaries, we derive the following error estimate.

Theorem 4.1 Let u £ K and u* € Kk be the solutions of (2.1) and (4.1) respectively. Let
T and g be strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous operator. If A is a Lipschitz continuous
ann'monotone operator, and Tu - An G V, then there exists a constant c > 0, such that

m||* < c{||u - t

r(u)||t, + \\u -

for all v £ K, v* € if. (4.2)

f|u -

(4.3)

For all vh e

Proof Since u e K and u* e Ki, are solutions of (2.1) and (4.1) respectively so by adding
these inequalities we get

(Tu,g(.v) -jKu)>

or

or

{Tvh,g{u))}

or

l.h.s. of (4.4)

+(Avk,g(uh)-g(vh))>{Tu-Tuh,g(,u)-g(uk))

ff(«)) + {Tu - Tuh,

g(vk)-g(v))

g(v) -

(Au,

+ Au - Tu, j( o) - p(»»)) + {Auk - Tuh, g( uh) - g( v))

+ {Au- Auk,g(vk) - g(v))

orl.h.s. of (4.4)

< ^T||t* - 1U|| ||t- - U*|) + ftflw - Uk\\ \\it - Vk\\ +

+ i\\Au - T«|| ||u - u|| + ||Atu - r«»|| \\uk - v\\

andr.h.s. of(4.4)

= <r« -Tttk,g{v) -

= {Tu-~Tuklu-uh)-(Tu-Tuk,(v-uk) -

> a||u - uA||J - | |ru-ruA| | | | (u - u») - (ff(u) -

> a\\u - uftlf

orr.h.s. > ( a - 0^/1 - 26 + 7*)||u - v^1.

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

The result follows from (4.5), (4.6) and keeping in mind the Young inequality: ab <
ea1 + j^62, for points a,b and e > 0,

(4.3) is a special case of (4.2) for v = u* if we keep in mind the inequality: 11vk - uA 11 g <
- «||JT + ||«
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5. PENALTY METHOD The relation (5.2) implies that

The penalty method has been used to find the solution of the variational inequalities
(see [6] and [22]).A similar procedure is discussed here for finding the solution of the generalized
variational inequalities of the type (2.1). Let ,3 : H -» i/; Lipschitz continuous, strongly monotone
operator such that fiv = 0 if and only if g(v) G K. Let £ and p be its strong monotonicity and
Lipschitz constant respectively.

Problem 5.1 For e > 0 find u, g H such that

<ru,+ ~/9ti,,s(t()) ,g(t») for all (5.1)

g(v),g{ut) eH.

This means that the equation Txif + i/Ju, * An, is satisfied in H.

The inequality (2.1) is replaced by (5.1)

Theorem 5.1 Let T, g and A be as in Theorem 2.1 with the constants satisfying the conditions
2 X — ft{ y/1 — 25 + T 1 ) > 0, where X and p are monotonicity and Lipschitz constants of the opera-
tor S = T—A respectively. Then the Problem 5.1, has a unique solution u, which converges weakly
to u. the solution ofthe Problem 2.1 provided [X ~n(.i/l - 2& + 72) + £(

Proof Under the hypothesis S = T — A in strictly monotone. In order to prove the Theorem
it is sufficient to prove that the following problem has a unique solution u,:

Problem 5.2 For e > 0 find u, g H such that

1_
for all g(v) e H (52)

Furthermore the limit of u, converges weakly to u which is the solution of the problem:

Problem S3 Find u e K such that

- f f ( u ) ) > 0 for all g(v),g{u) € K (5.3)

By a theorem of Browdcr (see for example Theorem 29.5 (6, pp. 242-243]), Problem 5.2 has a
unique solution, say u,. Since for every F e ff',limF(u,) = F(u) ,u, converges weakly to u.
Now we shall prove that u e K and u is the solution of Problem 5.3.

To show that g{«) e K:

Since 0 is monotone

- /3ut, v - w.) > 0 for every «
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(5.4)

-e(Su,) -» 0 as e -» 0

and therefore by (5.4) we get

By choosing »

(fiv, v - ti,) > 0 for every v g H

tw, t>Oandto€ff in (5.5) we find that

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

By taking limit i -* 0 in the above relation we get

Since - u 6 H,

( /3ti ,-w)>0 ot(fiu,w)<0

(5.6) and (5.7) implies that 0u = 0 which in turn implies, g(u) € K.

To show that u is the solution of Problem 5.3

In the Proof of this we require the following extension of Minty Lemma (see for example
[13.p. 84] or [15. p. 558]).

Lemma 5.1 Under the hypothesis of the Theorem

v,uEH:{Su,g{v)~g(u))>0 for all ff(v),p(u) e K (5.8)

if and only if it satisfies

u , t i e f f : ( S i i , ( ( » ) - j ( « ) ) > 0 for all p(«),s(u) e K (5.9)

Remark Lemma 5.1 holds if S and g are compatible.

Proof Let (5.8) be true then

{Sv,g(v) -g(vt)) = (Sv - Sn,g(v) -g(ti))

+ {Su,9(ti)~5(u))

This implies (5.9).
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In (5.9)chooseg(v) = tg{w) + (1 -t)fl(ti) e K.forg{w),g(u) e ifandO < t < 1
which gives (5.8).

{Sv,g(v) - {Sv - Su.,g(v) -

(Si» - Su,hS( v) -

{Sut,g{v) - j(u,)

g(v)-g(u.) > for all g{v), g(ut) € /T

> 0

forallff(v),j(u) Gif.
ase ->0 fotallg(v), g(u) € K.ByUmm&5.L(Su,g(v)-g(ii)) > 0

6. THE STABILITY PROBLEM

We study in this section how the solution of (2.1) depends on the set K. This is the
problem of the continuity of the map K ~* u. For the variational inequality this problem has been
studied in great detail by Mosco [15,161. We discuss here the perturbation of K only while the
perturbation of K and A both simultaneously will appear separately jointly with M.A. Noor along
with some other related results.

Definition 6.1 A sequence {Kt,} of closed convex subsets of a normed space X is said to
converge to a closed convex subset K of X in the sense of Mosco and we write

if

in X

w - lim sup KK C K C a - lim inf

where* - lim inf Kk = {v € X\v = strong lim vh,g(v) 6 Kh for all h} andw - lim sup Kh =
{v e X\v = weak lim «*, g if*, for all; , {Kt,, subsequence of {Kh}k}.

Let T, A and g be operators denned on a Hilbert space H \MD H' with conditions as in
Theorem 5.1 where we identify H with W.

Problem 6.1 Find uA € H such that

(6.1)

for all j( VA) , ff(iift) € iC*. where {Kh} >s a sequence of closed convex subsets of ff. We study
in the following theorem the conditions under which the solution w* of Problem 6.1 converges
strongly to u, the solution of Problem 2.1.

Theorem 6.1 Let T, A, g be as in Theorem 2.1 such that 2\-fi(^/l -26 + i*) > 0, where
X and (i are monotonicity and Lipschitz constants of the operator S = T - A respectively. Then
UK converges in the norm topology of H to u and

- s(tf)) -«0 as/i-»0,

u is the solution of Problem 2.1.

Proof (2.1) and (6.1) can be written in the form

Problem 6.2 Find u f f f such that

{Su,g(v) ~g(u)) > 0 for all g(v),g(u) e if (6.2)

and

Problem 6 3 Find uh€ H such that

for all (6.3)

respectively. Problem 6.2 and Problem 6.3 have unique solutions under the given conditions. Let
m converge to u. Now we show that u is the solution of (6.2). It is clear that g(u) € K.

On the other hand, we also have K C * — lim inf Kt,, therefore every u e f f i s strong
limit of a sequence {vh} with g(vk) G KK for all h. Thus we have

and this gives

>0 fora

(Suh,g{v) -

if

(Sv,g(v) -

-g{vh))

It can be verified that under the hypotheses of the Theorem (Sv ~ SUK, (ff( v) — j ( u*)) > 0,
therefore

{Sv,g(u) - ff(t**)} ̂  {S«*,ff(t»)

By talcing limits as /i - t 0 we find that

{Sv,g(v)-g(u)>0 for all ff(v)l

By Lemma S.I u is the solution of Problem 6.2.
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Since S is Lipschitz continuous we find that

- Su, uh - «>l <

ash - » 0 .
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